Softline Solutions Rated Best SEO Agency in Los Angeles
Best SEOs ranks Softline Solutions the Number One SEO Company in Los Angeles, the latest in a string of accolades
earned by Softline.
GLENDALE, CA, April 10, 2014 /24-7PressRelease/ -- Softline Solutions ranked number one in Los Angeles among the
hundreds of companies analyzed by Best SEOs--a research firm that has worked with digital marketing agencies from
around the globe since 2002. Best SEOs analyzes and ranks digital marketing agencies based on company history,
experience, client acquisition, team members/staff, achievements, new services and overall expertise at assisting
enterprises with online marketing and brand presence. Because Best SEOs is constantly researching the latest
developments in the online marketing world, their ranking of Softline Solutions as the top SEO company in Los Angeles is
high praise indeed.
Set apart from all other SEO agencies in Los Angeles, Softline was the only company to earn a 100% rating in each
category examined by the research firm, including off page optimization, on page optimization, keyword analysis, client
needs analysis, reporting methods, and customer service. The company's stellar combination of highly-customized
optimization methodologies and meticulous attention to client satisfaction has resulted in an astonishing 97 percent
customer retention rate.
Softline has served thousands of companies both nationally and internationally, providing each with well-tested online
marketing solutions, including search engine optimization (SEO), mobile and social media marketing, pay-per-click (PPC)
management, content marketing, local online marketing and website design and development. They provide potential
customers with free quotes so they have an understanding of costs going in among other helpful "getting started" tools.
Softline Solutions is also proud to be a Google Adwords-Certified company.
In addition to such services, Softline sets itself apart from its competitors with its free website assessment. This assessment
includes SEO analysis, which looks at site information architecture, keyword optimization, content quality, search engine
ranking reports and more. Social media, conversion, paid search and technical analysis are also part of the assessment.
This latest accolade only further solidifies the company's standing as the premiere Los Angeles SEO company. The team at
Softline Solutions is excited to continue its growth as a major digital marketing agency in the Los Angeles area and around
the globe.
Softline Solutions is a Southern California based online marketing firm providing search engine optimization, paid search
management, social media marketing, reputation management, and brand management services at its core. Our goal is to
drive traffic and increase revenues for our clients.
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